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SOME OPTIMAL BIVARIATE BONFERRONI-TYPE BOUNDS

JANOS GALAMBOS AND YUAN XU

(Communicated by George C. Papanicolaou)

Abstract. Let Ax, A2, ... , An and Bx, B2, ... , Bm be two sets of events

on a probability space. Let Xn and Ym be the number of those Aj and Bs,

respectively, that occur. Let Skt be the (k, 7)th binomial moment of the

vector (Xn, Ym). We establish optimal bounds on P(X„ > 1 , Ym > 1) by

means of linear combinations of Sx 11, S2,1 > $1,2 > and S2 2 ■ Optimal lower

bounds are also determined when only Sx t \, S2,1, and Sx 12 are utilized.

1. Introduction

Let Ax, A2, ... , An and BX,B2, ... ,Bm be two sets of events on a prob-

ability space. Let X = X„ and Y = Ym be the number of those Aj and 7?,,

respectively, that occur. Set 5b,o = 1 and for integers k > 1 and t > 1,

(1) Sk,t = z2p(Ai> n A* n"'"n A nBh nfi;2 n • • • n7LJ,

where the summation is over all subscripts I < ix < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < ik < n and

1 < j\ < h < • • • < jt < m . It can easily be verified, by turning to indicators,

that Sktt, k > I, t > 1, is a binomial moment, namely,

(2) *•-*[£) CI"
In order to prove (2) take the indicators of the intersections appearing in (1).

The expectation of their sum Jkt evidently is Sk<t, while Jk t = (*)(Yt) ■

While the univariate case (having just one block of events) has a vast liter-

ature, in the bivariate setting very little is known in terms of estimating

F(Xn > 1, Ym > 1) by means of linear combinations of (some) SkJ . In fact,

the only results known to us are the identity in Frechet's book [2], its extensions

to inequalities by Eva Galambos [3] and Meyer [8], and the recent studies by

Lee [7] (for applications of the inequalities of Eva Galambos and Meyer, see

[5, Chapter 5]). None of these works deals with the question of optimality of a

given inequality. Our aim is to establish optimal inequalities in terms of Skt,

1 < k, t < 2, thus extending the univariate result of Dawson and Sankoff [ 1 ]
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(for an optimality study of the inequality of Dawson and Sankoff, see [4]). Once

such optimal inequalities are available, one can use iteration methods on the

line of Galambos and Xu [6] for generating further inequalities, now involving

Sk , with arbitrary values of k and t.

The actual results are formulated in the next section. We conclude this section

by pointing out that one can obtain bounds on P(X„ > 1, Ym > 1) in terms of

linear combinations of the SkJ by an appeal to univariate cases upon observing

that

P(X„ > 1 Ym > 1) = 1 - P(Xn = 0) - P(Ym = 0) + P(Xn + Ym = 0).

Such inequalities will not be optimal, however, because in order to get an upper

bound, say, for the left-hand side, a combination of upper and lower bounds

are needed for the three terms on the right-hand side. In addition, in estimating

P(X„ = 0) and P(Ym = 0), the joint binomial moments Skt,, k > 1, t > 1,
are not used but instead the individual binomial moments of Xn and Ym ,

which we denote by Skto and So,/, respectively (formally, both (1) and (2)

apply). Hence, the present study of optimality is opening a new direction for

Bonferroni-type inequalities.

2. The results

Our results are contained in the following three theorems; there, constant

coefficients mean that they do not depend on the events Aj and Bs but may

depend on parameters including m and 77. We also wish to emphasize that

when we speak of bounds on P(X„ > 1, Ym > 1) we mean inequalities that are

universally valid, that is, on an arbitrary probability space and for all possible

choices of the events Aj and Bs.

Theorem 1. Let a and b be integers with 1 < a < n - 1 and 1 < b < m - 1.

Set

T 4SXtX_4S2j_4Si,2 452,2
a'b     (a+l)(b+l)     a(a+l)(b+l)     (a + l)(b + 1)     a(a + l)b(b + 1) '

We then have for (a, b) £ D = {(u, v): either u > n/2 or v > m/2}

(3) P(xn>i, Ym>i)>La,b.

Furthermore, if, with some constants Cj,  1 < j < 4,

(4) P(Xn > 1,   Ym > I) > cxSx,, + c2S2,1 + ^ ,2 + C4S2,2

and the right-hand side is not of the form of an Lab, even though La b satisfies

La,b < ^u,v for some (u,v) £ D, then there is a pair (a, b) of integers such

that

(5) La,6 >CXSXA +C2S2<X +C3S1, 2 + ^^2,2

and, of course, (3) applies.

Theorem 2. Let

Un,m = Sx,,- (2/n)S2,, - (2/777)5,,2 + (4//im)S2i2.

Then

(6) P(X„>1,  Ym>l)<Un,m
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and L„,m is the best upper bound among all upper bounds of the form dxSXtX +

d2S2,1 + diSx, 2 + d4S2,2, where the coefficients dj,  1 < j < 4, are constants.

The nature of the optimal bounds is completely different if we seek these

bounds among the linear combinations of Sx,,, Sx, 2, and S2, i only.

Theorem 3. Let u and v be integers with 2 < u < n - 1 and 2 < v < m - 1.

Then the optimal lower bounds among the linear combinations of Sx, i, Sx ,2,

and 5*2,1 are given by the family of inequalities

(7)        P(X„>1,  Ym>l)>±(3-l--l-)sXA-^-^.
uv \       U     V) u2v        uv2

Remarks. Theorem 1 becomes the result of Dawson and Sankoff [1] and Galam-

bos [4] if we choose each Bj as the sample space Q, and b = m-1. In addition,

inequality (6) is due to Lee [7] but without its optimality property.

3. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. We turn to indicators. Let

f 1    if X > 1 and Y > 1,
8 I = I(X>1,  Y>1) = \ n      ,    -.w v    - ;     \ 0   otherwise

and

I     (Y   Y\=        4XY 2X(X-l)Y 2XY(Y-l)
a<b[   '    '     (a+l)(b+l)     a(a+l)(b+l)     (a+l)b(b+l)

X(X-l)Y(Y - 1)

+   a(a+l)b(b+l)   '

Then E(I) = P(Xn > 1, Ym > 1) and E(La>b(X, Y)) = La<b, and thus in
order to prove (3), it suffices to prove

(10) La,b(X,Y)<I.

Now, since both sides of (10) equal zero if either X - 0 or Y = 0, (10) is

entailed by the inequality

(11) La>b(X,Y)< 1    ifX>landY> I,  (a,b)£D,

which can also be written as

.,,  .    X(2a+l-X)Y(2b+l-Y)     , v     ,    „     ,    ,     Lx     _,
(lla)       \{a+x)        \{b+{)   Ul,       X>l,Y>l,(a,b)£D.

The two numerators in (11 a) are parabolas whose maxima, for integer variables

X and Y , are at X = a and Y = b , respectively, at which values the left-hand

side of (1 la) becomes one. This proves (lla) and thus (3) as well.

Next, we prove the claimed optimality of (3). Assume that (4) holds but (5)

fails for all a and b. That is, if we put

TC(X, Y) = cxXY + c2X(X- l)Y/2 + cyXY(Y- l)/2

(12) +cAX(X- l)Y(Y-l)/4,

then by (4) and (8),

(13) TC(X, Y)<1    focX>l,  Y>1,
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and the failure of (5) for all a and b means that there is a vector (X°, Y°)

such that

(14) La,b(X°, Y°)< TC(X°, Y°)   for all a and b.

Now, as we observed at (1 la),

Lxo>b(X°,Y) = Y(2b + l-Y)/b(b + l).

Thus, by choosing a = X° (or a = X°- 1 if X° = n) in (14), the combination

of (13) and (14) contradicts the univariate result on optimality by Galambos

[4] (see also [5, pp. 25-26]). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Once more, we use indicator variables. Let

u,m{x,Y) = xr-x(x-Vr-XY(y-lKxtx-imr-t).
77 777 77777

Since C/„,m(0, Y) - Un,m(X, 0) = 0, for (6) we have to prove that

(15) Un,m(X,Y)>l    forl<X<n,   l<Y<m.

However,

U„m(X,Y)=\x-X^-in\Y-^^l}(16) L n      J [ m      J
_ X(n + l-X)Y(m+l-Y)

n 777

and the parabolas in the numerator evidently satisfy

X(n + 1 - X) > 77   ifl<X<n,

Y(m+l-Y)>m   if I <Y<m.

This proves (15), which in turn entails (6).

For the optimality statement expressed in (6) we use a direct argument. Let

Tj(X, Y) signify the expression in (12) with dj replacing Cj, 1 < j < 4.
Then we are seeking those coefficients dj for which the right- hand side of the

inequality

(17) l<Td(X,Y),        l<X<n,   1 < y<777, X and Y integers,

is as close to one as possible. We must have

l<7i(l,l) = d,

and

1 <Td(X, l) = dxX + d2X(X- l)/2    for all 1 <X < n.

Upon rewriting the second inequality as

(d2/2)X2 + (dx - d2/2)X - 1 > 0   for 1 < X < n,

we observe that the quadratic expression on the left-hand side is (-1) at X = 0,

must be nonnegative for 1 < X < n , and, in the optimal case, we want to keep

it as small as possible. Out of all parabolas, including the degenerated case into

a straight line, we must have one with negative leading coefficient (d2 < 0) and

that is zero both at X = 1 and X — n . Therefore, dx = 1 and d2 = -2/n .
By interchanging the roles of X and Y, we get d->, = -2/m . By these values,
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(17) in the form 1 < Td(n, m) results in the inequality d4 > 4/77777, which for

the optimal case yields d$ = 4/nm . The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 3. The indicator variable version of (7) is

±.(3-L-i.)xY-X«7»Y -XY<Y-» <l,
UV \       U     VJ ulv uv1

which can be simplified to

(18) — (3 - — --)< 1,    where KX <n and KY <m.
UV   \ U        V )

In order to prove (18), we introduce the function

.       .     xy (      bx     cy\ , .
g{x>y) = uv{a-T-T)>     B»*.c>°.

and seek conditions on the coefficients a, b, and c entailing

(19) g(X,Y)<l    forl<X<77,   l<r<m.

Clearly, g(0, y) = g(x, 0) = 0 and g(x, y) < 0 for large x or y. Conse-

quently, the maximum of g(x, y) can be determined by setting the first partial

derivatives equal to zero. We thus have that, at the maximum of g(x, y),

±(a-b*-cy-)-^b- = 0
UV \ U        V J      uv u

and
x (      ,x      y\     xy c

— [a-b-c—\--— =0.
uv \        u      v )     uv v

Upon multiplying the first equation by x and the second one by y and subtract-

ing the resulting equations, we get that at the point of maximum of g(x,y),

xb/u = yc/v . By substituting this into either of the preceding equations, we get

for the critical point xo = au/3b and yo = av/3c. This yields the maximum

g(xo, yo) = (a/3)3(1 /be). Hence (19) is valid whenever

(19a) (a/3)3 < bc.

In particular, we have (18) since there a = 3 and b = c = 1.

Finally, we prove the optimality of (7) among all lower bounds

P(Xn>l,  Ym>l)>aSl,i-bS2,i-cSlt2.

If the parametric family (7) were not optimal, then we would have coefficients

a, b, and c such that

aXY -bX(X -l)Y/2-cXY(Y -l)/2< I       (l<X<n,   l<Y<m),

which we rearrange in the form

(20) XY(A-BX-CY)< 1    forl<X<77,   l<y<777,

and, for some Xq and Yo ,

(21) X^Xl(%-X^-Yl\<XoYo(A-BXo-CYo)   forallK.u.
UV     \ U V J

Choose u = Xq and v = Yq and get a contradiction between (20) and (21).

The theorem is established.
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